Abstract

Geographically embedded processes with hidden origins are often observable in events they generate. It is common practice in criminological forensics to reverse simple equation-based models of trajectories that link the origin with its events to derive a probability estimate of a common origin location. This approach requires that linked events are manually extracted from larger event data sets. Also, as this approach is equation-based, it is generally not possible to take into account any specific geographic characteristics that may affect the trajectory.

In this paper, we present a swarming model of simple geographic agents who reason “backward” from large sets of events to origin location probability distributions, use the overlap of these distributions to identify clusters of events that may share a common origin, and then reason “forward” from the clusters’ origin distributions to predict the risk of future events. We apply this model to the domain of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).
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1 Introduction

In various domains there are processes embedded in a geographic context whose patterns of observable events are indicative of their likely origin but strongly influenced by the respective local geographic context. For example, the pattern of discovery of mineral samples in field geology is shaped by the location of the source deposit and the local characteristics of the erosion process (examples in [4]). In criminal investigations we find that the locations of crimes by a serial offender follow a simple walk-to-crime pattern from the offender’s home ([2], [3]). In the first case, the geographic context is the local topography of the area around the source and, possibly, weather-related influences. In the second case, the context is typically the availability of transportation or land-use patterns.

Using this insight, we propose to reason “backwards” from the events to the likely origin of the respective process, taking into account the geographic characteristics of the domain and their impact on the event-generating process. Furthermore, we seek to identify clusters of events from the same process with a likely common origin in a larger event data set. Finally, we attempt to estimate the spatial probability (“risk”) of future events generated by the process by reasoning “forward” from the estimated origin, again taking into account the geographic context. These three tasks, profiling locations for likelihood of origin, clustering past events according to common origin, and finally predicting the spatial likelihood of future events from the same process, require extensive probabilistic reasoning and the seamless integration of disparate geographic context and the process’ probabilistic response to this context.

Geographic profiling is predominantly applied in criminological investigations. Current, off-the-shelf tools, such as CrimeStat [3] or Rigel [2] apply sophisticated statistical methods to the locations of past crime events to estimate their spatial origin probability distribution. But, because of their equation-based statistical approach, these tools cannot integrate the geographic context (often referred to as the backcloth and required to be close to uniform) that affects the process that generated the events. These tools also require a manual extraction (link analysis) of related events before they can apply their methods. We propose to apply a swarming agent system to this challenge as it allows us to model competing contextual process drivers and filter automatically large-scale and dynamically changing event data sets.

This paper reports on the first six-month phase of our Office of Naval Research (ONR) funded GP3 project that seeks to expand our existing swarming prediction framework for the future risk of emplacement of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) with reasoning about the origin (e.g., weapons cache, safe houses, emplacer home) of events observed in the past. Our research hypothesis for this project is that modeling the characteristics of the underlying emplacement process from a surmised origin to likely event locations will yield better IED risk predictions than more simplistic models that project past emplacement patterns into the future.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the background section 2, we provide a brief overview of past efforts in geographic profiling and introduce our existing IED-risk prediction platform. In section 3, we discuss the overall system architecture and the population-level information flows in the GP3 system. Section 4 then reviews individual agent behavior in detail. Section 5 reports on metrics, preliminary evaluation experiments, and our experimental plan. Section 6 presents future re-
search opportunities for the GP3 project and beyond. We conclude in section 7.

2 Background

GP3 seeks to address a combined problem (prediction based on profiling) that, thus far, has only been solved separately in its two main components. We believe that by combining profiling from past events back to their origin and prediction from origin to future events, we can achieve better prediction accuracy. In this section, we first review the current predominant approach to profiling. Then we discuss briefly our swarming approach to prediction of IED risk, which we will extend in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Profiling in Crime Investigations

Geographic profiling is an investigative support technique for serial violent crime investigations. The process analyzes the locations connected to a series of crimes to determine the most probable area of offender home. It should be regarded as an information management system designed to help focus an investigation, prioritize tips and suspects, and suggest new strategies to complement traditional methods.

Geographic profiling uses analysis of crime sites to determine the likely area of offender residence. The methodology is based on a model that describes offenders’ hunting behavior. Geographic profiling tools, such as Rigel [2] or CrimeStat [3], produce “jeopardy surfaces”, which are presented to the expert user as 3-D probability surfaces that indicate the most likely area of offender home.

Current approaches to geographic profiling are based on a closed-form equation that combines for any given location its distance to those crime events that the investigator considers related to the same offender. In Rigel, for instance, it takes the following form:

\[ P_i = k \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\phi}{(\lambda_1 x + \lambda_2 y)^2} + \frac{1-\phi}{(2\sigma^2 - x_1^2 - y_1^2)^2} \]

For a single event, the origin probability is a radial-symmetric distribution as a function of distance to the event. This distribution peaks at a distance from the event, which is derived from the median “walk-to-crime” distance of crimes of that kind observed in the past. The lengths of the tails of this distribution (towards and away from the event) are also characteristic of the crime type.

2.2 Swarming IED Risk Prediction

The choice of emplacement location for an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) by insurgents is driven by many factors. In [1], we present a swarming agent architecture that uses fine-grained agents to emulate the emplacement decision by acting out the presumed responses to these drivers in the sub-symbolic behavioral model of the agents. For instance, in the probabilistic walk of an agent, we guide the agent towards roads (where possible IED targets are), towards locations of successful past IED detonations (where there may be a hole in the ground to emplace the new IED), away from heavily patrolled areas (where the emplacer might be discovered), and towards any known high-value targets (that the insurgents might want to hit). The advantage of using many agents repeating such a probabilistic movement model is that we can expand the list of behavioral drivers at any time and adapt the level of response of the agent to each driver automatically, using artificial evolution.

As the agents execute their movement model concurrently, they mark up the geographic map in each cycle at their respective location. Thus, areas that have a high probability of being visited under the current scenario and motivational model will receive a higher mark-up. It is important to point out that the agents do not emulate an actual traversal of the geographic domain, but perform a “random” walk that is probabilistically shaped by the geographic backcloth to assess the relative utility of visited locations for IED emplacement. To identify areas that are under threat for future IED attacks, we apply a proportional threshold on the emerging mark-up.

This approach to IED risk prediction is open to changing data (new events occurring, suppression or target pattern changing) and changing insurgent tactics. But it does not take into account the origin of insurgents’ IED attacks (e.g., weapons cache, safe house, emplacer home), which may dramatically affect the distribution of risk areas. As the GP3 project seeks to address this shortfall by providing an origin estimate derived from past IED events, we will use the “origin free” prediction model as the baseline in our evaluation of performance gains.

3 System-Level Architecture

Swarming systems achieve complex application-level behavior through the self-organization of many simple agents with the desired functionality of the system emerging from repeated interactions of these agents in a shared and often dynamical environment. These processes are hard to understand and often non-intuitive due to the complex feedback loops that are established among the agents depending on the current scenario. Therefore, it is helpful to describe the principal information flows among major agent populations first, before discussing the individual agent behavior.

Our GP3 application comprises three different classes of agents that interact through a shared digital pheromone environment. These agents are the profiler agents, the (link) clustering agents, and the prediction agents. Each such agent population responds to pheromone fields as well as objects in their immediate local environment. Their responses are movement in the topology of the environment (geographic maps in GP3) as well as manipulation of the pheromone fields through local deposits. In the following, we discuss the structure and dynamics of
the environment first and then present the population-level behavior and information exchanges among the agents next.

### 3.1 Pheromone Infrastructure

The pheromone infrastructure is an architecture component that we have applied in essentially all our previous swarming agent systems in domains as varied as manufacturing control [5], adversarial prediction in urban combat [6], swarming robotics [7], or automotive vehicle design [8]. It provides the computational equivalent of chemical markers in the physical environment used by social insects to self-organize in the achievement of complex tasks.

The basic component of the pheromone infrastructure is the pheromone container. Each pheromone container holds one numerical “strength” value associated with a particular flavor, and optionally, with a dynamically assigned tag within a flavor. In the GP3 system, we have a variety of flavors to facilitate the information flows that we will discuss in the following sections.

The strength of a flavor (and tag) in the pheromone container may be read by the agents and they may increase (or decrease) the strength through deposits of arbitrary values. The deposits by the agents may be constant in each cycle or they may be modulated by their current internal state. These deposits are labeled with the particular flavor identifier and an optional tagging identifier and multiple deposits from the agents aggregate in the strength value for that flavor and tag.

Just as chemical pheromones evaporate over time, digital pheromone concentrations at any given location \((x,y)\) are reduced in strength by the pheromone infrastructure by the repeated multiplication with a flavor-specific evaporation factor \(E_{\text{Flavor}}\) between zero and one

\[
\text{strength}_{\text{Flavor}}(x,y,t+1) = \text{strength}_{\text{Flavor}}(x,y,t) * E_{\text{Flavor}}.
\]

If the strength of a pheromone falls below a flavor-specific threshold value, it will be set to zero. In other application we also use the equivalent of Brownian-motion dispersion of chemical markers to nearby locations modeled through an exponentially decaying propagation process, but in GP3 we do not need the digital pheromones to disperse.

While the pheromone infrastructure may be applied to any number of topologies in which agents coordinate

### 3.2 Profiler Agent Population

The profiler agents implement a swarming variety of the traditional geographic profiling process that is used, for instance, in criminological forensics or in geology. These agents effectively reverse our model of the geographic process that led to the occurrence of a particular known past event, providing a probabilistic hypothesis about the likely origin location of the event. In criminological terms, the profiler agents reverse the walk-to-crime, where the past event is object is at the location of the crime.

Traditional geographic profiling (see section 2.1) assumes an origin probability for any given location that is simply a function of the distance of that location from the location of the event. That function peaks at a certain distance (median walk-to-crime distance), forming a ring around the event location.

Our swarming profiling process refines this process, taking into account characteristics of the environment within which the events are embedded. Events in GP3 are sites of deployed Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) and therefore the profiler agents reverse the deployment process back to the location of the weapons cache or the home of the emplacer. Hence, environmental characteris-
tics that our profiler agents take into account reflect spatial characteristics of the origin of the deployed IED, such as the absence of roads or the presence of buildings. Additional characteristics, such as the presence of a supportive (insurgent-friendly) population or the absence of suppressing forces could be included too if such data was available.

We represent environmental characteristics as (static or dynamic) pheromone fields of various flavors. Our current implementation includes a field that peaks at the location of roads (“road” pheromone flavor) and another that peaks in areas that are built up (“building” pheromone flavor). These pheromones are maintained by the GP3 “world” model.

The movement of profiler agents is driven by local road and building pheromone concentrations and by their position relative to their respective past event. With each model cycle, as they move across the geographic topology of the pheromone infrastructure, profiler agents deposit a constant amount of “profiler” pheromone flavor at their current location. That deposit is further tagged with the identifier of the respective past event whose origin a particular profiler is trying to estimate. Thus, as shown in Figure 3, profiler agents consume road and building pheromones and produce tagged profiler pheromones that represent the spatial origin probability distribution for each past event.

In addition to reading the local concentrations of road and building pheromones to determine their movement in geographic space, profiler agents also read profiler pheromones. These concentrations do not affect the agents directly, but serve to build up the current link-probability estimate for their respective past event as they are deposited. The deposit is further tagged with the event identifier tag intact in the pheromone container of the profilers’ past event object. Thus, if a profiler from event A encounters higher concentrations of profiler pheromones tagged with event B than C, B-tagged pheromones in the profiler’s past event will be stronger than C-tagged ones. Effectively, the profilers estimate the pair-wise probability that their past event shares a common origin with any of the other past events. Figure 3 also shows this information flow from the geographic space to the collection of past events.

### 3.3 Clustering Agent Population

The profiler agent population constructs probabilistic spatial origin estimates for the current set of past events. In addition, they use the overlap of these probability fields to estimate the probability that any two given events share a common origin. This so called link-probability is computed by normalizing the tagged profiler pheromones in the containers of the past events for a given event across all tags.

From this emergent and dynamically adjusted link analysis, we derive discrete clusters of linked events using the cluster agent population. Cluster agents are also embedded in geographic space, but their current absolute location only has a meaningful relative interpretation in respect to each other. Cluster agents execute a self-organizing, iterative, and emergent clustering process. There is one cluster agent for each past event and their movement in space is driven by artificial forces that attract them to the location of their event (increasing with distance) and to other cluster agents (decreasing with distance). Their attraction to other cluster agents in their current neighborhood is modulated by the current link-probability estimate between them and the other agents. Therefore, cluster agents whose events occurred close to each other or who share strongly overlapping origin probability fields tend to be close to each other.

We define an arbitrary and configurable distance threshold below which two cluster agents are considered part of the same cluster of linked events. Using this threshold, we turn the real-valued distance relationships among cluster agents into a binary (linked yes or no) statement that allows us to enumerate all non-overlapping clusters of linked events (transitive hull of binary link relations) in the current arrangement of clustering agents. Figure 4 shows the information flow from profiler pheromones on past event objects to enumerated cluster objects (model artifacts) through the clustering agents.

Any cluster that emerges from the interaction of the clustering agents has a population of at least one past event as members. Somewhat arbitrarily, we define the spatial location of a cluster as the center of gravity of the location of all its member events. To reinforce the clusters which are primarily based on the overlapping origin probability fields of its members, we use the center of gravity of the cluster to which an
event belongs as an additional (attractive) influence in the event’s profiler agents’ movement. Thus, once a cluster forms due to sufficient overlap of origin probabilities, this overlap tends to further increase while decreasing origin probabilities of regions that are at the edge of the area populated by the members of the cluster. Figure 4 illustrates this self-organizing adjustment in the individual origin probability fields through the cluster-recruitment feedback loop between the profiler agents and the clustering agents.

3.4 Prediction Agent Population

The interaction between the profiler agents and the clustering agents for a given set of past events yields an estimate for the spatial origin probability of each event and a set of non-overlapping clusters of linked events. We use these products to inform the population of prediction agents as they identify areas that have a high likelihood of the occurrence of future events. This input assumes that the same process that resulted in the past events at least in part contributes to the future events.

Each cluster of linked events constitutes our current hypothesis of the existence of a single geographically embedded process that produced these events from a common origin. In geological applications, this could be an open mineral deposit (origin) where erosion led to the dispersion of samples that were found (events) by geologists. In criminological forensics, the events would be crimes perpetrated by the same suspect and the origin is the suspect’s home. In GP3, a cluster of linked past IED events is assumed to be delivered from the same origin, which could be a weapons cache, safe house, or emplacer’s home.

In the baseline IED prediction process (see section 2.2) uses geospatial motivational drivers such as the presence of roads or past IED events to estimate the risk of future events for a particular area. These forecasts do not take into account the origin of past events nor the walk-to-criminal movement that constrains the emplacement relative to the origin. In GP3, we seek to demonstrate that using this additional knowledge will improve our prediction accuracy compared to this baseline.

Profiler agents reason “backwards” from past events to event-specific origin distributions. In contrast, prediction agents reason “forward” from assumed origins to locations of high risk for future events. This forward reasoning (movement in and markup of space), includes the motivational drivers from the baseline prediction process conveyed through driver-specific pheromone fields (e.g., attraction to roads, attraction to past event locations, repulsion from suppressing forces, attraction to high-value targets). In addition, in GP3 it is informed by the combined origin probability of the linked-event clusters, which probabilistically determines the initial location of the prediction agents.

Prediction agents sample the origin probability estimate for linked event clusters enumerated from the arrangement of clustering agents. This cluster-origin probability field is the aggregate of the origin probability distributions of all past events that make up a cluster. The sample determines the initial locations for the prediction agents from where they start their walk-to-crime. As the prediction agents walk away from their initial location, they follow their motivational drivers listed above. They also deposit a fixed amount of “prediction” pheromones to mark up the geographic probability field of the probability of future events.

We identify future event risk areas through an arbitrary and configurable threshold on the normalized prediction pheromones (currently at 15%). Figure 5 shows that the profiler agent population consumes merged profiler pheromones of a particular linked events cluster and produces prediction pheromones which identify risk areas. In a later phase of the project (see section 6), we plan to feed back the recall accuracy, that is the prediction agents’ ability to capture past events within the risk areas, to the clustering and profiling agents. But at this point, the prediction agents only consume information from the profiler and clustering agents without pushing any knowledge back to them.

3.5 Summary

Figure 6 shows the combination of the information flows in the GP3 profiling, link analysis, and prediction model. (Profiling) Starting with the current set of past events and integrating geographic characteristics, profiler agents reverse the walk-to-criminal that led to a specific event and produce an origin probability distribution. (Link Analysis) In addition, they estimate for each past event the probability that it has a common origin with any of the other events. (Link Cluster Identification) The clustering agents process the implicit graph of link probabilities among past events and produce a set of non-overlapping event clusters that also take into account the distance among the event locations. These clusters further refine the profiling process. (Prediction) Finally, the prediction agents use the combined origin probability distribution of individual clusters and geographic characteristics that may affect their walk-to-criminal to estimate the
level of risk of future events for locations within the geographic area. Future research (dashed line in Figure 6) will provide feedback of the prediction agents’ ability to recall the past events in the risk areas that they identify to the profiling and link clustering processes.

4 Detailed Agent Behavior

The previous section discussed the operation of the GP3 agents at the population level and identified information flows among them. In the following, we highlight relevant aspects of the simple individual behavior of these agents that lead to the emergence of the complex system functions of profiling, link clustering, and risk prediction.

The three agent types share a common behavioral framework. Our model maintains a complete collection of all agents in the system and activates them all (in randomized sequence) in each model cycle. After the agents complete their simple decision processes, the model then activates the pheromone infrastructure to execute evaporation on all pheromone containers, collects any data for experimental metrics, and finally updates the graphical user interface if it is turned on.

When an agent is activated, it considers its local environment (e.g., samples pheromone concentrations, identifies nearby objects), and computes and executes a movement vector. The agent may also deposit pheromones if it finds itself within a geographic area associated with a pheromone container or if it contributes to pheromone fields maintained for specific object types (e.g., past events and their links to other events). The agents’ movement vector calculation is a length-limited weighted vector sum of component movement vectors, each associated with a behavioral response to either a particular pheromone flavor or to the presence of objects in the agents’ environment. Our discussion of specific agent behavior focuses on these sub-symbolic calculations.

4.1 Event Profiler Agents

The movement vector of a profiler agent associated with a particular past event is the weighted vector sum of five behavioral components: “buffer” step, “road” step, “building” step, “cluster” step, and “random” step. The weight associated with each component vector is configured globally and reflect the impact each behavioral component has on the overall profiler movement. Figure 7 illustrates the various component steps (building and random step omitted for clarity) that comprise the profiler movement model.

The combination of the buffer and random steps implements the traditional geographic profiling process. A global buffer radius parameter defines the median distance between origin and event location characteristic for the particular type of event. In the buffer step, the profiler measures its current distance to its event’s location and then computes a movement vector either towards or away from its event depending on whether the distance is smaller (away from) or larger (towards) the buffer radius parameter. The length of the buffer step vector increases exponentially with the distance of the profiler from the desired buffer-radius distance to the event. In other words, the buffer step is an attractive force towards the ring around the event as applied in energy-minimizing spring models for graph embedding. The combination with a random noise step component ensures that the profilers visit locations outside of the actual buffer radius but with decreasing likelihood as the distance to the ring increases. It also ensures that the entire ring around the event is visited with equal likelihood.

The road and building steps modify the distribution of profiler agents on the ring around their event to take into account geographic characteristics. In GP3, the events are emplaced IEDs and thus we expect their origins (i.e., weapons caches, safe houses, emplacer homes) to be away from roads and inside built-up areas. Therefore, the road step seeks to avoid areas with high road pheromone concentrations while the building step is attracted to high building pheromone concentrations.

While the buf-
fer step is calculated using a spring model based on actual geographic locations independent of the square gridding of the topology of the pheromone infrastructure, the road and building steps base their component vectors on the arrangement of the pheromone containers. In both steps are calculated as weighted vector sums to the geographic center of each pheromone container in its immediate neighborhood. In the case of the road step, the weights are inverse proportional to the concentration of road pheromone in these containers (repulsion), while, they are proportional to the building pheromones in the building step. In other words, the profiler “climbs” down the road pheromone gradient and up the building pheromone gradient.

Finally, the cluster step attracts the profiler to the center of gravity of the cluster to which its event currently belongs. As with the buffer step, this movement component vector is a spring force that increases in length with the distance of the profiler to that center of gravity.

The direction of the movement vector of the profiler agent in each model cycle is the weighted vector sum of its component steps. It is proper in the design of self-organizing algorithms to avoid large-scale changes in the step-by-step evolution of the agent system. Therefore we limit the length of the step that a profiler is permitted to take by a global parameter that is small (1%) relative to the overall size of the geographic area associated with the model. If the weighted component vector sum is larger than the maximum step length, then we scale the movement vector down to that maximum length. Shorter steps are permitted of course, effectively reducing the speed with which the agent moves in space.

After completing its movement by applying the length-limited weighted component vector sum, the profiler deposits a unit amount of profiler pheromone tagged with the identifier of its associated event into the pheromone container that is associated with its new geographic location. From this container it also reads all profiler pheromone concentrations for tags other than its own and deposits the same amounts into the pheromone container of its past event object. The fixed deposits on the geographic map by a fixed population of profiler agents allows us to normalize the profiler pheromones across the geographic map into spatial origin probability fields and across past event objects into link probabilities.

### 4.2 Link Clustering Agents

The movement vector of the clustering agent associated with a particular past event is the weighted vector sum of three behavioral components: “event” step, “cluster” step, and “random” step (Figure 8). The clustering agents do not use pheromone fields for their coordination. Therefore, both the event and the cluster step are attractive artificial forces directed towards specific locations.

The cluster agents seek to find an energy-minimizing balance among their dynamically changing event step and cluster step forces. This balance integrates the two optimization criteria of the emergent clustering mechanism: group events that a) have a strong overlap in their origin probability fields, and that b) occurred near to each other.

The event step computes a spring force from a clustering agent’s current location to the location of its event. The length of this component vector increases with increasing distance between agent and event. This behavioral component supports the second optimization objective.

The cluster step supports the first objective. It is the weighted sum of vectors towards other clustering agents where the weight is inversely proportional to the distance from the agent’s current location to the current location of the other agent. This attraction model acts not like a spring but like gravity or electro-magnetic forces, but instead of a quadratic force decline with distance, we chose an exponential decline. The shaping parameter of this decline determines the effective radius around the clustering agent beyond which forces to other clustering agents are negligible. This limitation of the clustering agents’ reach is in line with the proper design of self-organizing algorithms where an agent’s reasoning and action should be local in some topology.

Finally, the random step is a unit-length vector with a randomly selected heading. Adding random noise to the clustering process allows the system to escape from local force-balancing minima. At this point, we keep the random contribution constant rather than reducing the “temperature” over time as in simulated annealing.

The clustering agent maintains an internal table of its current distance to other agents (computed for the cluster step). Based on this table, the agent applies a global cutoff parameter to enumerate all other agents that are currently within the given radius. The GP3 model infrastructure recursively traverses these binary link relations among clustering agents to enumerate all unique non-overlapping clusters in a given model cycle. We took this centralized implementation shortcut, because the number of past events in our application is relatively small. To
scale up, we could apply off-the-shelf self-organizing hierarchy-formation mechanisms that would decentralize this processing step.

4.3 Event Risk Prediction Agents

The initial location of the walk-to-crime of a prediction agent is sampled from the combined origin probability distribution of a linked events cluster. The agent determines this location in a two-step process. First, it probabilistically selects a cluster from the current enumeration, where the selection probability is proportional to the number of past events that are included in a cluster. Thus, larger clusters attract more prediction agents that emulate their geographic process. The second step in the initialization requires the probabilistic selection of a geographic location based on the selected cluster. Here the prediction agent considers the centers of all areas associated with pheromone containers. The probability of selecting any one of these locations is proportional to the combined origin probability assigned to these locations by the individual events in the cluster (renormalized sum of all cluster members’ origin probability distributions). The profiler agent will repeat this initialization process at regular intervals (currently configured to 200 model cycles) to provide a dense sampling of the origin distributions and to adapt to changing origin and clustering hypotheses.

Just as in the baseline IED prediction process, the movement vector of the prediction agent is the weighted vector sum of three behavioral components: “event” step, “road” step, and “random” step (Figure 9). The event step component vector is the weighted sum of vectors to all past events where the length of these vectors is inversely (exponential) proportional to the distance to the event (see cluster step in clustering agent section 4.2). The road step is the weighted sum of vectors to nearby pheromone containers where the length of these vectors is proportional to the strength of the road pheromone in the containers. Thus, while a profiler agent climbs down the road-pheromone gradient in its reversed walk-to-crime, the prediction agent climbs up that gradient. The unit-length random noise step ensures that the prediction agent is not trapped in local minima but converges on areas that truly stand out as attractive future event candidates.

The prediction agent deposits a fixed amount of prediction pheromone at its current map location in each model cycle. Thus, higher prediction pheromone concentrations directly indicate more frequent visitations of these locations by prediction agents.

The model infrastructure designates risk areas for future events based on the current pattern of prediction pheromones in the square array across the geographic area of interest. An area associated with a single pheromone container is designated at risk for a future event if its prediction pheromone concentration is above a certain “risk-area threshold” (currently configured to 15%), relative to the globally highest prediction pheromone concentration.

5 Evaluation Experiments

In our project, we recently completed the first implementation of the model as it is reported in this paper. Therefore we are still early in our experimentation cycle and report only preliminary results. Furthermore, due to the sensitive application domain (IED risk prediction), we are precluded from publishing the data sets that we are experimenting with. But we can discuss aggregate performance measures.

In the following we first present metrics that measure the performance of our system. Then we discuss preliminary experimental results. Finally, we lay out our experimental plan.

5.1 Performance Metrics

Our agent populations produce a number of artifacts that warrant closer inspection. Primarily, there are three products: individual and combined origin probability distributions for past events, enumerated clusters of past events that hypothesize common origin for these events, and prediction distribution and risk-area designations for future events.

In GP3, our performance evaluation has to focus on the third product – the prediction of risk for future events. This limitation is due to the fact that in the IED domain we have some event data with their geographic and temporal context available, but ground-truth data on the insurgents that employed these IEDs and in particular the locations of their weapons caches, safe houses, or placers’ homes is not available (in an unclassified context). Thus, our performance metrics need to focus on the accuracy with which our risk assessment recalls past events and predicts future events (“Recall Accuracy” and “Prediction Accuracy”). We achieve a high accuracy for a given set of past or future events if we designate only a small number of areas as risk areas but capture a large portion of the events in those risk areas.

For any given risk-area threshold between 0% and 100%, a given prediction pheromone field, and a set of
past and future events, we compute the following three measures:

“Effort” – the portion of pheromone container areas with prediction pheromones above the relative risk area threshold (and for which a commander in the field may expend effort to protect it)

“Recall” – the portion of past events located within risk areas

“Forecast” – the portion of future events located within risk areas

The choice of a risk-area threshold for performance experiments is very arbitrary. Instead, we are interested in the general performance characteristics of our model independent of a specific threshold value. Thus, as in signal detection theory, we analyze the operating characteristics of our model through a “gains charts” that plot Recall or Forecast as a function of Effort. The diagonal of such a plot corresponds to the performance of a random predictor, while good performance is indicated by a steep rise of the curve above the random diagonal, approximating the 100% mark with small Effort values already.

5.2 **Preliminary Results**

We are currently experimenting with an unclassified event data set of approximately one month’s worth of IED events in a small geographic region (87 lat/lon and time stamped events). For our initial experiments, we arbitrarily split this data set by time stamp into 41 “past” and 46 “future” events.

During the implementation of our model, we manually tuned the various behavior weights, thresholds, and other model parameters to produce (visually) “reasonable” outcomes for the profiling, clustering, and prediction. As a result, the model now identifies three significant clusters with 13, 10, and 8 member events respectively (Figure 10). These clusters are associated (roughly) with three major roads that cross the area (not shown).

An analysis of the combined origin probability distribution for each cluster reveals a distinct set of peaks at a safe distance from the main road inside residential areas, with fine-scale modulations of the residential road grid (small probability dips) and built-up blocks (small probability peaks). We conclude that the main peak of each cluster results from the buffer and cluster step components of the profiler movement model, while the fine-scale modulations stem from the road and building steps.

Figure 11 shows the pattern of risk areas emerging at a threshold of 20%. We clearly see the risk for further attacks focused on the main roads in the area as well as in the residential areas that the profiler agents designated as the likely origin of the past events.

Figure 12 plots the gains chart for the baseline prediction model (random initial locations for the prediction agents) versus the model configuration where we use the clusters’ origin probability distribution to initialize the walk-to-crime for the prediction agents. The figure shows that the performance of the baseline configuration (dashed line in Figure 12) is already very good.

The scenario is dominated by a large number of future events that occur close to locations of past events and are thus captured by the good recall capability of the baseline model (initial sharp rise to 50% forecast accuracy in the plot). Our GP3 model that takes the estimated origin of past events into account also replicates the past event pattern but then rises above the performance of the baseline configuration as it quickly captures events that are further away from past events, reaching 100% forecast accuracy with only 50% effort. A more detailed analysis that specifically looks at the forecasting accuracy for outlier events will be included in a future publication.
5.3 Experimental Plan

As with many self-organizing systems with emergent properties, systematic experimentation is the only avenue to gain relevant insights into the model’s performance and to tune its parameters. This is due to the fact that the complex non-linear dynamics of these systems preclude us from a formal representation and analysis. Therefore, our GP3 project now enters the phase of systematic exploration of our model’s parameter space through large-scale simulation exercises.

To support systematic experimentations and data gathering, we integrated the model in a parameter sweep infrastructure that allows us to specify configuration parameter ranges for which individual experiments should be executed and selected metrics should be applied. Due to the probabilistic nature of our model, we also have to execute more than one experiment per configuration with varying random seeds. To manage this large volume of experiments, we use the Map/Reduce implementation by GridGain.com, which allows us to spawn off experiments on a dynamic grid of computers within our network.

We plan to execute two kinds of sweep experiments. First, we explore the impact of various model parameters, such as the behavioral weights of the agents’ movement models, on our performance metrics. As we vary these parameters, we will see different origin probability distributions and different cluster patterns that result in varying operating characteristics (gains charts) of the model. These experiments will help us select optimal parameter settings and identify candidate information flows for online model tuning based on the event recall accuracy.

In a second round of experiments, we plan to vary the data that we provide the model. Here we intend to change the ratio of past and future events from our static data set (currently 41/46), and the availability of road or building data. These experiments begin to test the robustness of the model in changing problem settings.

6 Future Research

The next phases of our GP3 project have us investigate the potential for further performance improvements of the IED risk prediction model along several avenues. First, we will use insights into the model dynamics gained from the systematic parameter sweep experiments to implement additional feedback loops among the agent populations to adapt model parameters according to the current scenario. In particular, we intend to close the loop between the prediction agents and the profiler and clustering agents as indicated in Figure 6.

Next, we intend to integrate temporal reasoning into our model, where the clustering includes also temporal proximity of events rather than just spatial. The temporal “center of gravity” (age) of a cluster affects the profiler agents’ behavior as well as the choice of the prediction agents as they determine their next initial location.

Finally, we may expand the range of geographic characteristics that are taken into account by the profiling and prediction processes (currently roads and buildings) and any event characteristics (e.g., type of explosive, nature of target) that may further refine our emerging hypotheses of linked event clusters. These refinements depend heavily on the availability of scenario data though.

7 Conclusion

In various domains there are processes embedded in a geographic context whose patterns of events are indicative of their likely origin but strongly influenced by the respective local geographic context. For example, the pattern of discovery of mineral samples in field geology is shaped by the location of the source deposit and the local characteristics of the erosion process. In criminal investigations we find that the locations of crimes by a serial perpetrator follow a simple walk-to-crime pattern from the suspect’s home. Using this insight, we are not only able to reason “backwards” from the events to the likely origin of the respective process, but also to identify clusters of events with a likely common origin in a larger event data set and to estimate the spatial probability (“risk”) of future events generated by the same process.

In this paper we presented a swarming agent model that implements the three major functions of profiling (estimating event origin), clustering (identifying events with likely common origin), and prediction (assessing spatial probability of future events) in an emergent fashion using self-organizing mechanisms. Given that be-
behavior of swarming systems is hard to understand from the specification of individual agent behavior, we reviewed first the information flows among the three agent populations (profiler, clustering, and prediction agents). Our subsequent discussion of the simple agent logic for each type revealed a generic movement model that combines component movement vectors based on distinct motivational drivers. These vectors are computed relative to other entities in the model or gradients of specific digital pheromone fields. Finally, our presentation of preliminary experimental results shows promise for improvement of an already strong prediction approach through the integration with the backwards reasoning from past events to common origins. We lay out an ambitious plan for systematic, large-scale evaluation experiments and an agenda for future research that offers further performance gains.
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